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AAABSTRACTBSTRACTBSTRACT   

Nowadays, investigate in any field; the 

Internet of Things (IoT) is the main themes 

because of the fact that IoT has 

communications between different things, 

articles and gadgets. In numerous fields, for 

example, designs, security, protocols, 

communications and so forth., there has been 

many improvements and advancements are 

accomplished by these associations. The 

primary point of IoT is building a maintained 

security amongst objects and furthermore 

guarantee the proficient communications 

among them by utilizing different sorts of 

applications. The arrangement of protocols 

must be resolved for message passing and 

giving administrations is a dependable of 

application layer. This study gives an outline 

of IoT, some specialized details about 

architecture, protocols, and applications. The 

paper additionally looks at real issues faced 

by a few IoT systems. At last, the service use-

cases are examined for delineating how the 

protocols exhibited in the paper. This 

technique helps the specialists to give better 

answer for the present concerns looked in the 

IoT administrations. 

Keywords:— Internet of Things, Protocols, 

Application Layer, Communication, 

Agriculture, Smart cities.  

 

I. II. II. INTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION   

The IoT accept that items have advanced 

functionality and can be distinguished and 

followed consequently [1]. Automatic 

object recognizable proof, (for example, 

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) or 

Near Field Communication, and visual 

markers), abudant network, enhanced 

processing and storage abilities, different 

new display advances, sensor gadget 

accessibility, and diminishing equipment 

costs all establish the framework for 

another computing period. We would now 

be able to fabricate vehicles, gadgets, 

products, and ordinary items to became a 

piece of the IoT. This considers 

correspondence, communication, and data 

get to all over the place and whenever to be 

inserted into anything [2]. IoT is considered 

as an expansion of the existing Internet 

w h e r e  H u m a n - t o - H u m a n  ( H 2 H ) 

collaboration has ruled the day by day 

network correspondence. Human-to 

Machine (H2M) connection has turned into 

another essential piece of Internet 

communication when machines get more 

brilliant with AI [3]. Along these, Things 

are getting to be automated, smart, and 

associated with the Internet too and 

computers will be all over the place, 

network associated, and imperceptibly 

living with people [4]. IoT is an idea to get 

Things associated with the Internet, and 

Thing-to-Thing or M2M communication is 
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the center IoT innovation. The IoT forms on 

three segments identified with the ability of 

shrewd things or protests, for example, to 

communicate, for setting context awareness, 

and to cooperate either among themselves, 

building interchanges of interconnected 

things and objects, or with clients or 

different substances in the system [5]. The 

expanding utilization of smart installed 

gadgets in business makes new chances to 

construct an applications that better 

incorporate ongoing condition of the 

physical world, and henceforth, gives 

endeavor benefits that are exceedingly 

powerful, more various, and effective [6]. 

A message transmission in an IoT gadget is 

critical because of that an IoT gadget needs 

to send an order to another gadget to control 

framework. Push Protocol (PP) is the most 

famous message transmission protocol for 

IoT gadgets since PP is composed in low-

data transfer capacity organize regularly 

[7]. PP is lightweight than polling protocol 

and we can utilize many PP for IoT, for 

example, HTTP, eXtensible Message and 

Presence Protocol (XMPP), CoAP and 

Message Queue Telemetry Transport 
(MQTT). XMPP is open source standard PP 

in view of XML. XMPP expends little 

assets when refreshing data from a server 

than HTTP protocol [8]. Constrained 

Application Protocol (CoAP) is for sensor 

gadget with little memory and imparts by 

utilizing RESTful structure with URI. 

CoAP does  not  suppor t  group 

c o m m u n i c a t i o n  b u t  o n e - t o - o n e 

communication are supported by these 

protocol. MQTT protocol was intended to 

take a shot at low-control gadgets 

pleasantly as a light-weight convention and 

has been utilized as a part of numerous IoT 

gadgets and instant texting frameworks [9]. 

The protocol supports interoperability 

nature that upgrades the capacity of 

framework to trade and make utilization of 

the common data [10]. The IoT thought, 

consequently, goes for making the Internet 

significantly more immersive and certain. 

Furthermore, by enabling basic access and 

correspondence with a wide arrangement of 

contrapt ions,  for example,  home 

apparatuses, reconnaissance cameras, 

checking sensors, display, actuators, 

vehicles, etc, the IoT will cultivate the 

advancement of various applications that 

make utilization of the possibly huge 

amount and assortment of information 

produced by such objects give new 

administrations to nationals, organizations, 

and open organizations. This framework 

discovers application in a wide range of 

domains, for example, home mechanization, 

modern computerization, medical guides, 

mobile health insurance, elderly help, wise 

eneergy administration and smart matrices, 

car, activity administration, and numerous 

others [11]. In this paper, review on the IoT 

applications has been done in order to 

investigate the execution and limitations of 

a few approaches. This procedure motivates 

the specialist's for additionally inquire 

about work in IoT environment. 

This survey paper is composed as follows, 

Section II presents the basic structure of 

IoT. Section III describes the key 

challenges of IoT. Section IV presents the 

application of IoT by using case study. 

Section V survey several recent papers on 

IoT. The conclusion is made in the section 

VI. 

II. III. III. IOOOT AT AT ARCHITECTURERCHITECTURERCHITECTURE   

The IoT is capable for interconnecting 

various heterogeneous objects through the 

Internet, so there is a basic requirement for 

an adaptable layered architecture. The 

consistently expanding number of proposed 

designs has not yet united to a reference 

demonstrate [12]. Then, there are a few 

projects like IoT-A [13] which attempt to 

plan a typical structure depends on the 

examination of the necessities of scientists 
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and the business. From the pool of existing 

methods, the basic architecture is 

Application, Network and Perception Layer. 

Yet, a portion of the existing technique 

presents two more layers in the Iot model. 

The fundamental model of an IoT structure 

is exhibited in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: IoT structure. a) Three-layer b) Middle-ware 

based c) SOA based d) Five-layer 

Object Layer: 

The Objects (gadgets) or recognition layer 

is the first layer which presents the physical 

sensors of the IoT that mean to gather and 

process data. This layer incorporates 

sensors and actuators to perform distinctive 

functionalities, for example, quering area, 

temperature, and so on. Institutionalized 

plug-and-play instruments should be 

utilized by the preception layer for 

arranging heterogeneous objects [14], [15]. 

This layer digitizes and exchanges 

information to the Object Abstraction layer 

through secure channels. 

Object Abstraction Layer: 

The object abstraction transferred the 

information to the Service Management 

layer which is delivered by the Objects 

layer through secure channels. Information 

can be exchanged through different 

innovations, for example, GSM, RFID, 

ZigBee, 3G, UMTS, and so on. Besides, 

different capacities like distributed 

computing and information administration 

forms are deal with this layer. 

Service Management Layer: 

Middleware (matching) layer or Service 

Management combines an administration 

with its requester depends on locations and 

names. This layer empowers the IoT 

application software engineers to work with 

heterogeneous objects without thought to a 

particular equipment platform. Likewise, 

this layer proceeds the received 

information, decides, and conveys the 

required administrations over the system 

wire protocols [16], [17]. 

Application Layer: 

The application layer gives the 

administrations to clients which are 

requested by them. The significance of this 

layer for the IoT is that it can give high-

quality administrations to address clients' 

issues. The application layer covers various 

vertical markets, for example, smart 

building, smart home, modern automation, 

transportation, and smart human services 

[18]. 

Business Layer: 

The business layer deals with the general 

I o T  f r a m e w o r k  e x e r c i s e s  a n d 

administrations. The duties of this layer are 

to construct a business action, flowcharts, 

graphs and so depends on the information 

from the Application layer. This layer 

settles on it conceivable to help for making 

decision process according to Big Data 

investigation. Furthermore, observing and 

administration of the four layers is 

accomplished at this layer. Also, this layer 

contrasts the yield of each layer with the 

output to improve benefits and maintaining 

the clients' security [16]. 

In the five-layer method, the Application 

Layer is the interface by which end-clients 
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can cooperate with a gadget and inquiry for 

fascinating information. It gives an 

interface to the Business Layer where 

abnormal state investigation and reports can 

be delivered. 

IoT Sensors: 

The IoT detecting implies gathering 

information from related objects inside the 

system and sending it back to a database, 

data warehouse center, or cloud. The 

gathered information is investigated to take 

particular activities according to required 

administrations. The IoT sensors can be 

actuators, smart sensors, or wearable 

detec t ing gadgets .  For ins tance , 

organizations like Wemo, revolv and 

SmartThings offer portable applications and 

smart hubs that empower individuals to 

screen and control a large number of smart 

gadgets and apparatuses inside structures 

utilizing their cell phones. Single Board 

Computers (SBCs) incorporated with 

sensors and implicit TCP/IP and security 

functionalities are normally used to 

acknowledge IoT items (e.g., Arduino Yun, 

Raspberry PI, BeagleBone Black, and so 

on.). Such gadgets ordinarily associate with 

a central administration entrance for 

providing the required information by 

clients. 

IoT Standard Protocols: 

Numerous IoT guidelines are proposed to 

encourage and rearrange application 

software engineers' and specialist 

organizations' employments. Diverse 

gatherings have been made to give 

conventions in help of the IoT including 

endeavors driven by the European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute 

(ETSI), EPC global, World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C), Internet Engineering 

Task Force (IETF), and Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

(IEEE). The most noticeable protocols are 

characterized as service discovery, 

application, influential and infrastructure 

protocols. In this paper, the application 

protocols are seen in following section as: 

Application Protocols: 

The Application Layer associates 

straightforwardly with the end client and 

comprises of utilizations each with its own 

application layer protocols. The layer 

specified the new protocol that are expected 

to tackle the rising IoT challenges. The 

protocols contains numerous imperative 

protocols, for example, Representational 

State Transfer (REST), XMPP, Data 

Distribution Service (DDS), CoAP, 

Advanced Message Queuing Protocol 

(AMQP), MQTT, HTTP. In this study, the 

major three protocols namely XMPP, 

MQTT, CoAP are breifly depicted.  

Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol 

(XMPP): 

Nowadays, XMPP is a standout amongst the 

most widely recognized correspondence and 

messaging protocol in IoT, it was 

institutionalized by the IETF. The need of 

IoT can be tended to by XMPP protocol 

since small messages and low latency are 

supported by these protocol. These 

attributes make the XMPP protocol a decent 

decision for IoT interchanges and 

messaging. Figure 2 shows the general 

conduct of XMPP protocol, in which 

entryways can connect between foreign 

systems [19]. 

XMPP supports both publish/subscribe and 

request/response models; the publish/

subscribe model which permits multi-

directional correspondence (push and pull 

the information) and the request/response 

method which permits bidirectional 

interchanges. In XMPP, high scalability is 

given by decentralized design. There are 

numerous expansions to XMPP, this enables 
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it to work on the infrastructure less 

condition [20].  

 
Figure 2: Communication in XMPP 

XMPP utilizes XML for content 

interchanges, this may cause network 

activity overhead, yet it could be settled by 

compacting XML utilizing EXI [21] XMPP 

assessment: it's straightforward, and can be 

utilized as a part of heterogeneous activities 

and applications. It's an extensible and 

adaptable; numerous expansions have been 

characterized depends on this protocols. In 

any case, it has some shortcoming focuses; 

since this protocol needs high utilization of 

transmission capacity and high CPU 

utilization, no assurance of QoS, and it is 

confined to straightforward information 

type [22].  

Message Queue Telemetry Transport 

(MQTT): 

MQTT is a publish/subscribe protocol and 

it's like the customer server architecture. 
Moreover, its effortlessness, and open 

source code make this protocol suited just 

for compelled situations, for example, low 

power, restricted computation capacity and 

memory, and constrained bandwidth 

capacity. It's appropriate for machine to 

machine communications and IoT 

applications, in addition to MQTT can keep 

running over TCP/IP [23]. MQTT was 

composed by IBM, and by 2013 it was 

institutionalized by OASIS [24], it means to 
diminish bandwidth capacity requirements. 

These protocol ensure the quality of 

reliability of delivery, MQTT gives an 

arrangement of features that incorporates: 

the help of multi-cast correspondence (one 

to many message), and the ability to build 

up interchanges between remote gadgets. 

But the most critical component of this 

protocol is the minimization of system 

activity by decreasing transport overhead 

and protocol trades. Also, it gives a notice 

co m p o n en t  w h en  an  an o m al o us 

circumstance happens [23][25]. 

The MQTT PP characterizes the transmission 

Quality of Service (QoS) levels which is an 

assertion amongst sender and beneficiary of a 

single message with respect to the 

certifications of conveyance of message. The 

essential structure of message sending stream 

is portrayed in figure 3: 

 
Figure 3: Description of Message Sending Flow  

There are three levels of QoS in MQTT. 

QoS 0:  At generally once. Communicate a 

message at most once and don't 

assurance of convey a message. 

QoS 1:  At minimum once. Communicate a 

message in any event once and it is 

conceivable to convey a message 

more than once.  

QoS 2: Exactly once Send a message 

precisely once with 4 way-

handshaking. 
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MQTT beats CoAP protocol on account of 

high traffic network arrangement; MQTT 

gives lower latency and higher throughput 

than CoAP [26]. The significance of MQTT 

is because of its straightforwardness and the 

no need of high CPU and memory 

utilization (lightweight protocol). MQTT 

support an extensive variety of various 

gadgets and mobile platforms. But, MQTT 

is high testing rate and high latency, and 

devoted to straightforward information type 

only, can't be utilized as a part of constant 

applications. 

Constrained Application Protocol 

CoAP is request/response protocol and it is 

like customer server demonstrate. But, this 

protocol is just adequate in constrained 

condition, for example, constrained hub 

with low ability in RAM or CPU, and 

constrained organize, for example, lower 

power utilizing Wireless Personal Area 

Network (WPAN). This constrained 

condition prompted terrible packet 

conveyance and high overhead. CoAP was 

outlined by IETF which is for the most part 

inspired by M2M applications and the 

mechanization of frameworks to minimize 

overhead, upgrade packet conveyance, and 

to build the effortlessness of work, by 

utilizing basic interface with HTTP [27]. 

CoAP suppor t s  pub l i sh / subscr ibe 

architecture, this structure gives multicast 

interchanges, and the distributer sends the 

message so, the multi supporters can get the 

message and takes the activities. This 

situation is done in an Asynchronous way 

and publish /subscribe is utilized to help 

various users and give preferred execution 

over the conventional way [28]. 

CoAP uses various types of messages: 

C o n f o r m a b l e ,  N o n - c o n f o r m a b l e , 

Acknowledgement, Reset, Piggybacked 

Response, SeparateResponse, and Empty 

Message. The following figure 4 represents 

the types of messages. 

 
Figure 4: CoAP messages types a) confirmable. b) Non-

confirmable c) Piggyback responses d) Separate 

response 

The following points provide a brief 

description for each: 

Conformable Message: This sort of 

m e s s a g e s  e n s u r e s  d e p e n d a b l e 

correspondence by utilizing the affirmation 

technique; if the message touches base at 

the goal, it ought to proliferate an arrival 

message of sort affirmation or reset 

message.  

Non-conformable Message: In this 

compose there is no requirement for an 

affirmation message.  

Acknowledgment Message: This message 

implies that comparable message arrives. 

Reset Message: When a message 
(conformable, Non-conformable) arrives, 

yet it misses basic and imperative part 

required for message interpretation. 

Proliferate resets messages into a vacant 

affirmation message.  

Piggybacked Response: The beneficiary 

reactions straightforwardly while accepting 

the message of the affirmation message.  

Separate Response: The Receiver reactions 

in an alternate message isolate from the 

affirmation message. A portion of the 

essential highlights given by CoAP 

incorporate [29], [30]: 
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Resource observation: On-request 

memberships to screen assets of enthusiasm 

utilizing publish/subscribe mechanism.  

Block-wise resource transport: Ability to 

trade handset information between the 

customer and the server without the need to 

refresh the entire information to diminish 

the correspondence overhead.  

Resource discovery: Server uses understood 

URI paths depends on the web interface 

fields in CoRE connect arrangement to give 

asset disclosure to the customer.  

Interacting with HTTP: Flexibility of 

communicating with a few gadgets because 

of the fact that the normal REST structure 

empowers  CoAP to communicate 

effortlessly with HTTP through an 

intermediary. 

Security: CoAP is a protected protocol 

since it is based over datagram transport 

layer security (DTLS) to ensure honesty and 

secrect of traded messages 

Evaluation of CoAP: It works depends on 

Representational State Transfer (REST) 

design, which guides request/response 

method, for example, HTTP. Likewise, 

CoAP guides publish/subscribe model, 

utilizing a Universal Resource Identifier 

(URI), CoAP applies its quality of 

reliability mechanism by utilizing two sorts 

of messages; conformable and non-

conformable, CoAP has two reasonable sub 

layers; request/response and messaging 

layers [31]. CoAP is basic and has low 

utilization of CPU and memory. However, 

it is known for its inability to be utilized on 

complex information types, bad packet 

delivery and high latency [22]. 

III. IIII. IIII. IOOOT CT CT CHALLENGESHALLENGESHALLENGES   

Understanding the vision of the IoT isn't a 

simple assignment because of the numerous 

difficulties that should be tended to. Cases 

of key difficulties incorporate accessibility, 

reliability, portability, trust, execution, 

security, versatility, interoperability, and 

administration. Tending to these difficulties 

empowers service organizations and 

application developers to execute their 

administrations productively. For instance, 

security and protection assume a 

noteworthy part in all business sectors 

internationally because of the sensitivity of 

users' protection. Likewise, evaluating the 

execution of the IoT administrations is a 

key test [32, 33]. In the accompanying 

passages, we give a short discourse of the 

key difficulties looked in the improvement 

and deployment periods of the IoT and 

pertinent research endeavors and activities. 

Data Management: 

IoT sensors and gadgets are producing huge 

measures of information that should be 

prepared and put away. The present 

behaviour of the server center isn't set up to 

manage the heterogeneous nature and sheer 

volume of individual and endeavor 

information [34]. The few enterprises would 

have the capacity to put resources into 

information storage adequate to house all 

the IoT information gathered from their 

systems. Finally, they will organize 

information for tasks or reinforcement 

depends on requirements and esteem. 

Server centers will become more 

appropriated to enhance handling 

proficiency and response time as IoT 

gadgets becomes more broadly utilized and 

devour more transfer speed. 

Security: 

As in the case with smart wellbeing gear 

and smart  automobile emergency 

administrations, IoT gadgets can give an 

immense measure of information on IoT 

clients' area and developments, wellbeing 

conditions, and acquiring inclinations all of 

which can start critical protection concerns. 
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Ensuring security is frequently counter-

gainful to service providers in this situation, 

as information created by the IoT is critical 

to enhancing the nature of individuals' lives 

and diminishing service providers' expenses 

by streamlining tasks. The IoT is probably 

going to enhance the nature of individuals' 

lives [35]. While the IoT keeps on gaining 

the momentum through smart home 

frameworks and wearable gadgets, trust in 

and acknowledgment of the IoT will rely 

upon the assurance of clients' security. 

Privacy: 

As a developing number and assortment of 

associated gadgets are brought into IoT 

systems, the potential security threat 

heightens. Despite the fact that the IoT 

enhances the efficiency of organizations 

and upgrades the nature of individuals' 

lives, the IoT will also expand the potential 

assault surfaces for programmers and other 

digital culprits. IoT gadgets have 

vulnerabilities because of absence of 

transport encryption, insecure Web 

interfaces, deficient software insurance, and 

inadequate approval. Gadgets on the IoT 

commonly don't utilize information 

encryption procedures. Some IoT 

applications guides sensitive infra-

structures and vital administrations, for 

example, the smart framework and facility 

assurance. Absence of security and 

protection will make protection from 

selection of the IoT by firms and people. 

Security difficulties might be settled via 

training designers to consolidate security 

arrangements (e.g., interruption aversion 

frameworks, firewalls) into items and 

urging clients to use IoT security includes 

that are incorporated with their gadgets. 

Chaos: 

The advancement of IoT advances (e.g., 

chips, sensors, remote advances) is in a 

hyper quickened development cycle that is 

considerably speedier than the run of the 

typical consumer item advancement cycle. 

There are as yet contending benchmarks, 

inadequate security, protection issues, 

complex interchanges, and multiplying 

quantities of ineffectively tried gadgets. If 

not outlined precisely, multi-purpose 

gadgets and collective applications can 

transform our lives into chaos. In a 

detached world, a little blunder does not cut 

down a framework; in any case, in a hyper-

associated world, a mistake in one part of 

framework can cause issue disorder 

throughout. 

Networking and Addressing 

The IOT will incorporate a fantastically 

high number of hubs, every one of which 

will create content that ought to be 

retrievable by any approved client paying 

little respect to its position. This requires 

compelling tending to approaches. 

Interoperability 

In IoT correspondences and tasks will occur 

among different heterogeneous gadgets, 

these gadgets ranges from consumer 

machines to top of the line cloud based 

server farms. Since the IoT is in advancing 

stage and different sellers are making 

shrewd gadgets, mix, information trade and 

control of these heterogeneous gadgets over 

the web is a genuine challenge because of 

absence of interoperability. 

IV. AIV. AIV. APPLICATIONPPLICATIONPPLICATION   UUUSESESE   CCCASEASEASE:::      

In this area, a list of general thoughts are 

presented which help in understanding the 

fantasy of smart urban areas and farming 

through IoT. The accompanying sections 

portrays the general design of these 

applications. 
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Application of IoT on Agriculture: 

With the ceaseless increment in populace of 

world, interest for sustenance supply is to a 

great  degree raised. Governments 

everywhere throughout the world are 

helping farmers to utilize propelled 

strategies and research to build nourishment 

generation. Smart cultivating is one of the 

quickest developing fields which is utilized 

as a part of IoT. Detecting for soil 

dampness and supplements, controlling 

water utilization for plant development and 

deciding custom manure are some 

straightforward employments of IoT in 

horticulture. The IoT contributes altogether 

towards enhancing a cultivating strategy. 

Cultivating challenges caused by population 

development and environmental change 

have made it one of the principal ventures 

to use the IoT in this part. The figure 5 

presents the structure of the IoT in 

horticulture: 

 
Figure 5: Smart Agriculture System 

The joining of remote sensors with 

agriculture portable applications and cloud 

stages helps in gathering imperative data 

relating to the natural conditions like 

temperature, precipitation, dampness, wind 

speed, pest pervasion, and others connected 

with a farmland, can be utilized to enhance 

and computerize cultivating methods, take 

educated choices to enhance quality and 

amount and limit dangers and squanders. 

Application of IoT on Smart City: 

Smart city is another intense use of IoT 

producing interest among population of 

world. Smart observation, mechanized 

transportation, smart energy administration 

f r am ew or k s ,  w a t e r  app r op r i a t i on 

frameworks, urban security and natural 

checking all are cases of web of things 

applications for smart urban communities. 

Figure 6 portrays the smart city structure. 

 
Figure 6: Smart City in IoT 

IoT will take care of real issues which are 

looked by the general population living in 

urban areas like contamination, activity 

blockage and lack of energy supplies and so 

forth. Items like cell correspondence 

empowered Smart Trash Can will send 

alarms to city administrations when a 

receptacle should be exhausted. By 

introducing sensors and utilizing web 

applications identified with stopping, 

subjects can discover free accessible 

stopping openings over the city. Likewise, 

the sensors can identify meter altering 

issues, general breakdowns and any 

establishment issues in the power 

framework. 
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The IoT uses the Internet to join 

heterogeneous gadgets with each other. In 

such manner and so as to encourage the 

availability, every single accessible gadget 

ought to be associated with the Internet. So 

as to accomplish this objective, sensors can 

be produced at various areas for gathering 

and analyzing information to enhance the 

usage [47]. Subsequently, it could present a 

few open doors for contextualization and 

geo-awareness. Besides, aggregate insight 

will enhance the procedures of basic 

leadership and enable the residents. Also, a 

typical middleware could be accessible for 

future administrations of the smart city by 

utilizing the IoT [48,49]. 

V. CV. CV. CONCLUSIONONCLUSIONONCLUSION   

The IoT called the Internet of Everything or 

the Industrial Internet, is another innovation 

worldview imagined as a worldwide system 

of machines and gadgets fit for cooperating 

with each other. The IoT is perceived as a 

standout amongst the most vital regions of 

future innovation and is increasing huge 

consideration from an extensive variety of 

businesses. This overview paper gives the 

foundation and meaning of IoT and 

furthermore assesses the existing strategies 

by methods for favourable position, 

bottleneck and execution measure. 

Moreover, overviews assesses the limitation 

looked by the existing techniques. In any 

case, there is much work to be done on IoT 

applications. This study paper will assist the 

pursuers with understanding the state-of-the

-art in IoT and motivate more important 

works.  
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